Modern integrated development environments make recommendations and automate common tasks, such as refactorings, auto-completions, and error corrections. However, these tools present little or no information about the consequences of the recommended changes. For example, a rename refactoring may: modify the source code without changing program semantics; modify the source code and (incorrectly) change program semantics; modify the source code and (incorrectly) create compilation errors; show a name collision warning and require developer input; or show an error and not change the source code. Having to compute the consequences of a recommendation -either mentally or by making source code changes -puts an extra burden on the developers. This paper aims to reduce this burden with a technique that informs developers of the consequences of code transformations. Using Eclipse Quick Fix as a domain, we describe a plug-in, Quick Fix Scout, that computes the consequences of Quick Fix recommendations. In our experiments, developers completed compilation-error removal tasks 10% faster when using Quick Fix Scout than Quick Fix, although the sample size was not large enough to show statistical significance.
Introduction
Integrated development environments (IDEs), such as Eclipse and Visual Studio, provide tools that automate common tasks, such as refactoring, auto-complete, and correction of compilation errors. These tools have two goals: increasing developer speed and reducing developer mistakes. These tools are widely used: they are the most frequent developer actions after common text editing commands such as delete, save, and paste [12] .
Despite their popularity, these recommendations are provided with little or no information about their consequences. For example, a rename refactoring changes the name of a variable everywhere in a program. However, this refactoring cannot be correctly and automatically applied when there are compilation errors or name collisions in the project. In those cases, if the developer is lucky, the IDE will detect the failure and either roll back the refactoring or assist the developer in performing the refactoring manually. For an unlucky developer, the IDE will perform an incomplete refactoring and break the code without notification, causing the developer to spend time determining if and why the refactoring failed, and fixing the code.
As another example, whenever there is a compilation error in an Eclipse project, Eclipse offers Quick Fix proposals: transformations that may resolve the error. However, some of these proposals may not resolve the compilation error and may even introduce new errors. When this happens, a developer may waste time undoing the proposal or trying other proposals, and may even give up on Quick Fix. Figure 1 shows a Quick Fix dialog with proposals for a compilation error. Clicking on a proposal shows an additional yellow window previewing the changed code. However, the developer still needs to answer the following questions about each proposal:
• Does it resolve this compilation error?
• Does it resolve other compilation errors?
• Does it introduce new compilation errors? Considering Quick Fix proposals in isolation can be limiting because developers may further wish to consider the following question:
• Which proposal, among those that would be offered for all compilation errors in the project, resolves the largest number of errors?
The Quick Fix dialog does not answer these questions. The developer can try to compute the answers mentally, or the developer can apply a proposal and manually investigate its effects on the programs. Both approaches are error-prone and time-consuming.
We aim to improve Quick Fix by informing developers of the consequences of each proposal, specifically of the proposal's effect on the number of compilation errors. As a proof-of-concept, we have built an Eclipse plug-in, Quick Fix Scout, that computes which compilation errors are resolved by each proposal. When a user invokes Quick Fix, Quick Fix Scout augments the standard dialog with additional, relevant proposals, and sorts the proposals with respect to the number of compilation errors they resolve. This paper makes the following contributions:
• A novel technique for automatically computing the consequences of Quick Fix recommendations.
• An open-source, publicly-available tool -Quick Fix Scout: http://quick-fix-scout.googlecode.comthat communicates the consequences of a Quick Fix proposal to the developer.
• A case study that shows that most of the time (93%) developers apply one of the top three proposals in the dialog (Section 5.1).
• A controlled experiment with 20 users that demonstrates that Quick Fix Scout allows developers to remove compilation errors 10% faster, compared to using traditional Quick Fix (Section 5.2).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the problem with Eclipse's Quick Fix. Section 3 presents speculative analysis and the Quick Fix Scout implementation. Section 4 introduces global best proposals -the Figure 2 . A Java program with two compilation errors. There is only one logical error: the type sTRING should be String.
additional proposals Quick Fix Scout adds to the dialog. Section 5 details the case study and controlled experiment design and results, and Section 6 discusses threats to the validity of these results. Section 7 places Quick Fix Scout in the context of related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
Not Knowing the Consequences
Eclipse uses a fast, incremental compiler to identify and underline compilation errors with a "red squiggly". A developer who invokes Quick Fix at an error sees a popup dialog with a list of actions each of which may fix the error. The Eclipse documentation notes that Quick Fix can be used not only to provide suggestions but also as a shortcut for more expert users. 1 Figures 2-4 demonstrate a situation in which Quick Fix falls short. Figure 2 shows a program with two compilation errors due to a single type mismatch between a variable declaration and a use site. The variable name should be declared to be of type String but is instead declared as sTRING. Invoking Quick Fix at the declaration error shows 12 proposals (Figure 3 ). The correct proposal -Change to 'String' -is the fourth choice in the list. Ideally, Eclipse would provide the correct proposal as the first recommendation. Lower positions in the list likely cause the user to spend more time studying the choices or to cancel Quick Fix and address the error manually.
Invoking Quick Fix at the use error is worse for the developer. Figure 4 shows the 15 Quick Fix proposals, none of which resolves either error. Sophisticated users may realize this, cancel the invocation, and finish the change manually. Others may apply a proposal and either quickly realize that this was a poor choice and undo it, or perform more actions attempting to resolve the error, creating successively more difficult situations to recover from.
Visualizing Quick Fix consequences
Quick Fix Scout pre-computes the consequences of each proposal and visualizes this information by augmenting the Quick Fix dialog in three ways: 1. To the left of each proposal, add the number of compilation errors that remain after the proposal's hypothetical application.
2. Sort the proposals with respect to the number of remaining compilation errors.
3. Color the proposals: green for proposals that reduce the number of compilation errors, black for proposals that do not change the number of compilation errors, and red for proposals that increase the number of compilation errors. Figure 5 -the Quick Fix Scout equivalent of Figure 3 shows all these augmentations, except the red coloring. Section 4 discusses one additional feature of Quick Fix Scout: global best proposal, which addresses the problem in Figure 4 . Changing sTRING to String (offered only at the Figure 5 . Quick Fix Scout sorts the 12 proposals offered by Eclipse (shown in Figure 3 ) by the number of errors that the proposal fixes. first error's site) resolves both compilation errors. However, Quick Fix does not present this proposal at the second error's site, even though it is relevant. Quick Fix Scout addresses this problem by providing the relevant proposal at both compilation error locations.
Quick Fix Scout uses the number of remaining compilation errors as the main criterion to reorder and color the proposals. Since the primary intent of Quick Fix is to resolve compilation errors, we assume that a proposal that resolves more compilation errors is likely to be preferred by the developer. The proposals that resolve the same number of compilation errors are sorted using Quick Fix's standard ordering. This allowed us to measure the effects of the main criterion more accurately when evaluating Quick Fix Scout. The empirical data support the premise that the developers prefer proposals that resolve the highest number of compilation errors. Case study participants (Section 5.1) who used Quick Fix Scout selected a proposal that resolved the most compilation errors 90% of the time. Similarly, controlled experiment participants (Section 5.2) who used Quick Fix Scout selected such proposals 87% of the time, and those who used Quick Fix, 73% of the time.
Quick Fix Scout
Speculative analysis [2] Figure 6 .
A high-level description of the speculative analysis algorithm for computing the compilation errors that remain after applying each Quick Fix proposal. The publishResults() method augments the Quick Fix dialog with the proposal consequences.
to Quick Fix Scout. Section 3.4 discusses implementation limitations. Finally, Section 3.5 provides insight into generalizing the technique and the implementation to other IDEs and recommendations.
Computing Quick Fix consequences
Quick Fix Scout uses the speculative analysis algorithm, described at a high level in Figure 6 , to compute the consequences of Quick Fix proposals. Quick Fix Scout maintains a separate, hidden copy of the developer's code and performs all its analysis on that copy, to avoid disturbing the developer's workspace. (Section 3.2 further describes the use of the copy.) Whenever the developer introduces a new compilation error or fixes an old one (line 2), Quick Fix Scout applies each proposal to the copy (line 5), one at a time, saves and builds the copy (line 6), and associates that proposal with the set of compilation errors that remain (line 7). Quick Fix Scout then undoes the proposal to restore the copy's state (line 8). Quick Fix Scout updates the Quick Fix dialog after computing the consequences of all the proposals (line 10).
Managing a copy of the developer's code
Quick Fix Scout maintains a copy of the developer's workspace. The copy is changed in two ways:
• Whenever the developer edits the main workspace, the copy is edited to keep it in sync with the mail workspace. Quick Fix Scout uses Eclipse's resource change listeners to listen for edits.
• Quick Fix Scout applies Quick Fix proposals, analyzes the consequences, and reverts the modifications.
Suppose the developer makes an edit while Quick Fix Scout is applying and reverting proposals. If the edit does not change the current compilation errors, then Quick Fix Scout buffers the changes until its speculative analysis completes, and only then applies them to the copy. If the edit does change the current compilation errors, then Quick Fix Scout abandons and restarts its speculative computation. This prevents stale results from being displayed and improves responsiveness.
Optimizations for a responsive UI
Ideally, Quick Fix Scout computes the consequences of a new error's proposals in the time between when the developer introduces the error and invokes Quick Fix. Quick Fix Scout includes the following optimizations and heuristics:
• It only recomputes consequences if a code change affects the compilation errors, as described in Section 3.2.
• It uses a user-adjustable typing session length to identify atomic sets of changes. A series of edits without a typing-session-length pause constitute an atomic set of edits. Quick Fix Scout waits for an entire atomic session to complete before recomputing consequences. Thus, for example, Quick Fix Scout ignores the temporary compilation errors that arise in the middle of typing a complete token.
• It considers first the errors that are closest to the cursor in the currently open file.
• It caches the consequences (i.e., the remaining compilation errors) for each proposal and uses the cache whenever Eclipse offers the same proposal at multiple locations.
• It updates the Quick Fix dialog incrementally, as results for errors (but not individual proposals for each error) become available. This is shown in Figure 6 .
In general, each proposal application is a small change and, even for large projects, Eclipse can incrementally compile the updated project extremely quickly. Therefore, Quick Fix Scout's computation scales linearly with the number of proposals (which is proportional to the number of compilation errors), and independently of the size of the project. During typical coding, at any particular time, a project has several compilation errors with several proposals for each. The total number of proposals is typically less than a couple hundreds. As a worst-case example, we experimented with an 8K-line project with 50 compilation errors and 2,400 proposals. A 2.4GHz Intel Core i5 (quad core) MacBook Pro with 8GB of RAM computed all the consequences in 10 seconds, on average (computed over 10 consecutive computations, after allowing Eclipse's incremental compiler to optimize). This suggests Quick Fix Scout can scale well to large projects. Finally, since each proposal is analyzed separately, the analysis can be parallelized, though we have not yet implemented that functionality.
Current implementation limitations
There are at least four ways to invoke Quick Fix in Eclipse: (1) by pressing the keyboard shortcut, (2) by selecting Quick Fix through the context menu, (3) by clicking on the icon on the left of the screen, and (4) by hovering the mouse over the compilation error. Internally, the first three methods create a Quick Fix dialog and the last method creates a Hover Dialog. The Hover Dialog is handled by org.eclipse.jdt.ui plug-in and the Eclipse installation does not permit us to modify this plug-in as we modified org.eclipse.jface.text. Though we have an implementation that works in debug mode for the Hover Dialog, our installation fails when it includes a modified jdt.ui. A future version of Eclipse will include a public API for reordering content assist type recommendations (e.g., auto-complete and Quick Fix), 2 which would simplify our implementation and might remove this limitation.
For each proposal, the Eclipse API provides an undo change that rolls back the associated proposal application. After analyzing each proposal, Quick Fix Scout uses this mechanism to return the copy project to its initial state. The proposals "Change compilation unit to 'typeName' " and "Move 'typeName' to 'packageName' " have a bug in their implementation: the corresponding undos do not restore the project to its original state. 3 We have reported both bugs to Eclipse and they have been reproduced by the developers, but they have not yet been resolved. Quick Fix Scout must either skip analyzing these two proposals or re-copy the copy project after their analysis. Since re-copying can take considerable time for large projects, for performance reasons, the current implementation skips the analysis of these proposals and produces no consequence information for them, leaving the appropriate lines in the Quick Fix dialog unaugmented.
Quick Fix Scout uses an internal Eclipse API to apply proposals to the copy project. By default, this API acts as a no-op for the proposals that require user interaction. Therefore, currently, Quick Fix Scout does not compute the consequences of these proposals and leaves the appropriate lines in the Quick Fix dialog unaugmented. However, to our best knowledge, there are only four such proposals: Create class, interface, annotation, and enum 'typeName'. These proposals do not modify existing code, but instead create new code. Therefore, it is relatively simple for developers to mentally predict their consequences.
Generalizing beyond Quick Fix and Eclipse
The ideas we demonstrated on Quick Fix Scout within Eclipse also apply to engines that produce other types of recommendation, such as refactorings and automatic code completions, and to other IDEs, such as NetBeans, IntelliJ, and Visual Studio.
Analysis of the possible future states of a non-pure recommendation -that modifies the source code when applied -cannot be applied to the developer's working copy as it might interfere with development. Most popular types of recommendations, such as refactorings, automatic code completions, and automatic code corrections, are non-pure code transformations. Section 3.2 proposes one way to separate the analysis from the developer's working copy using a code copy. Although this method uses Eclipse-specific constructs, such as resource change listeners, these constructs are a common design pattern available in all major IDEs. Therefore, the use of code copies for background analysis integration, without disturbing the developer's possibly active code, generalizes to other IDEs and recommendations.
Any recommendation may become obsolete when the code changes. Thus, most of the optimizations and heuristics in Section 3.3 apply to other recommendations. For example, automatic code completions that are closest to the current cursor position can be prioritized and computed first.
Finally, Quick Fix Scout is an instantiation of speculative analysis: the future states are generated via Quick Fix proposals, and the consequences are represented by the number of remaining compilation errors. By generating future states and representing consequences in other ways, speculative analysis can generalize to other consequences and recommendation engines. For example, refactoring suggestions can generate future states, and failing tests could represent the consequences.
Global Best Quick Fixes
Quick Fix Scout helps developers to quickly locate the best local proposals -the proposals that resolve the most compilation errors -by sorting them to the top in the Quick Fix dialog. However, sometimes, Eclipse offers the best proposal to fix an error at a different location than the error itself (recall Section 2). Quick Fix Scout's speculative analysis handles such situations because the analysis is global and applies to all compilation errors and proposals in the project, thus computing the information necessary to offer the global best proposal at all the relevant locations [11] . Figure 7 (the Quick Fix Scout equivalent of Figure 4) shows a global best proposal at the top of the dialog. That proposal is suggested by Eclipse at a different compilation error location, and is not displayed by the original Quick Fix.
For global best proposals, Quick Fix Scout adds the following context information:
1. The location of the error where Eclipse offers the proposal (Motivation.java:5:17 in Figure 7 ).
2. The remote context that will be modified ('sTRING' is added to the original message Change to 'String' in Figure 7 ).
While this context information is not necessary for local proposals, it is useful when the proposal is displayed at a different location than the error to which it directly applies. For example, a developer may interpret Change to 'String' As a consequence of the above process, global best proposals are only shown if they resolve the local error, among other errors. While it is possible to augment the dialogs of all errors with the proposal that resolves the most errors in the project overall, we believe that showing a fix for an unrelated error might confuse developers. However, if invoked on a location without a warning or a compilation error, Quick Fix Scout does show the proposal that resolves the most errors ( Figure 8) .
One of the controlled experiment (Section 5.2) participants articulated the usefulness of global best proposals: "[Global best proposals] were great, because honestly the source of error is often not at the [location where I invoke Quick Fix]."
Evaluation
Our evaluation was based on two activities. First, over a roughly one-year period, we distributed a version of Quick Fix Scout to a collection of 13 friendly users (including three of the authors) and gathered information about their Quick Fix and Quick Fix Scout behavior in their normal workflow (Section 5.1). Second, we ran a controlled experiment with a within-participants mixed design across 20 participants, asking them to resolve various compilation errors on code they had not previously seen (Section 5.2). 
For both activities, we acquired data with an instrumented version of the tool. The tool logs:
• whether Quick Fix or Quick Fix Scout is is running,
• the proposals offered by Quick Fix or Quick Fix Scout,
• whether the user selected a Quick Fix proposal or canceled the invocation,
• which proposal the user selected, if any, and
• how long it took the user to either make a selection or cancel the invocation.
The tool also tracks information that lets us detect some situations in which a user applies a proposal but soon after undoes that proposal.
Case study: friendly users
The goal of our informal case study was to understand how Quick Fix is used "in the wild" by developers. We wished to investigate the following questions:
• Does the ordering of the displayed proposals affect which proposal is selected?
• Does the number of proposals displayed affect which proposal is selected?
• Does the kind of proposal displayed affect which proposal is selected?
Case study design
Over approximately one year, 13 developers -including three of the authors -ran our tool and allowed us to view its logs. Figure 9 . Case study information. A in the User ID indicates the participant is an author of this paper. Completed sessions are the number of times the user invoked Quick Fix and selected a proposal. For each of the first three proposals in the Quick Fix menu, we report how often that proposal was selected. For example, user 9 never selected the second or third offered proposal from a standard Quick Fix menu, but did so when using Quick Fix Scout. Figure 9 shows that users selected the first (top) proposal 70% of the time, one of the top two proposals 90% of the time, and one of the top three proposals 93% of the time. For Quick Fix Scout sessions, the percentages are slightly higher, at 78%, 93%, and 95%. Given the small difference, and that three of the participants are authors, this data does not confirm a hypothesis that Quick Fix Scout is different from Quick Fix in this dimension. For the completed sessions, Quick Fix offered as many as 72 (mean=5.7, median=2) proposals. For the canceled sessions, Quick Fix offered as many as 80 (mean=6.4, median=4) proposals. In contrast, for the completed sessions, Quick Fix Scout offered as many as 38 (mean=4.2, median=2) proposals. For the canceled sessions, Quick Fix Scout offered as many as 27 (mean=5.1, median=3) proposals. These data may suggest that when a user does not find an expected or a useful proposal easily, the invocation is more likely to be canceled. To investigate this further, we looked for a correlation between the number of proposals offered in the dialog and the session completion rate. We found no such correlation, further suggesting that as long as the correct proposal is located near the top of the list, the number of proposals shown might not have an effect on developers' decisions.
Case study results
Eclipse documentation categorizes the Quick Fixes (see the column headings in Figure 10 ). 4 Five out of the nine proposal types represent 92% of all selected proposal types. Figure 11 presents the most-frequently selected proposals and their selection ratios. Except for one user, these six proposals constitute about 80% of the selected proposals. Note the similarity in selection ratio between the proposals "Import . . . ", "Add Throws Declaration", and "Add Unimplemented Methods" and their types "Types", "Exception Handling", and "Constructor" respectively. The "Change to . . . " proposal falls into "Methods" and "Fields & Variable", depending on its recipient.
Though there is some variation between participants, the results suggest that all proposals do not have the same importance: there are a few proposals that are favored by the developers. This observation can be explained by the nature of these proposals. For example, the "Import . . . " proposal is offered whenever the developer declares an unresolvable type. If the developer makes this mistake intentionally, most of the time, she either wants to import that type or create a new type with that name. Therefore, there is a high probability that one of these proposal will be selected. "Add throws declaration" and "Surround with Try/Catch" are two proposals that are always offered for exception-handling-related compilation errors. When there is an exception-handling error, it is very likely that the developer will either propagate that exception or handle it immediately, which suggests that one of these proposals will be selected.
The imbalance in proposal selection rate can be used to improve Quick Fix by prioritizing proposals with respect to the user's history. Bruch et al. [1] have already done this for auto-complete. 1  100%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  2  100%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  3  26%  22%  29%  11%  9%  1%  3%  0%  0%  0%  4  2%  65%  11%  10%  1%  5%  2%  0%  4%  0%  5  94%  0%  0%  0%  6%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  6  51%  19%  17%  0%  2%  0%  6%  0%  4%  0%  7  49%  0%  13%  9%  14%  7%  3%  5%  0%  1%  8  44%  0%  0%  11%  33%  11%  0%  0%  0%  0%  9  59%  18%  6%  6%  12%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0% Figure 10 . Proposal types and their selection ratios during the case study. The proposals whose type was unclear are listed as "Unknown".
Controlled experiment: graduate students
The goal of our controlled experiment was to determine whether users behave differently when using Quick Fix and when using Quick Fix Scout. Each participant performed two sets of tasks -α and β task sets -of 12 tasks each. Each task presented the participant with a program that contained at least two compilation errors and required the participant to resolve all the compilation errors. The non-compilable program states were chosen randomly from the real development snapshots captured during the case studies from Section 5.1. For 6 of the tasks in each task set, we manually seeded each task with either 1 or 2 additional mutation errors, such as changing a field type or a method signature. The mutations introduced an average of 2.8 extra compilation errors per task.
Our study answers two research questions: RQ 1: Does the additional information provided by Quick Fix Scout -specifically, the count of remaining compilation errors, and the coloring and reordering of proposals -allow users to remove compilation errors more quickly? RQ 2: Does Quick Fix Scout affect the way users choose and use Quick Fix proposals?
Controlled experiment design
We recruited 20 participants, all graduate students who were familiar with Quick Fix but had never used Quick Fix Scout. 5 We used a within-participants mixed design. We considered two factors: the tool or treatment factor (Quick Fix vs. Quick Fix Scout), and the task factor (α vs. β task sets). To reduce the confounding effects from developer differences and learning effects, we defined four blocks -the cross-product 5 Approved human subject materials were used; participants were offered a $20 gift card. of the two factors. We used a balanced randomized block protocol, randomly selecting which participants perform which block with a guarantee that each block is performed an equal number of times. (We rejected a full within-participants factorial design because of the learning effects we would anticipate if a participant performed the same set of tasks twice using Quick Fix and then Quick Fix Scout or vice versa.)
Each participant received a brief tutorial about Quick Fix Scout, performed the two blocks (task sets), and took a concluding survey comparing Quick Fix Scout and Quick Fix around the two blocks. The two blocks differed in both the tool/treatment factor (from Quick Fix to Quick Fix Scout, or vice versa) and also the task factor (from the α task set to the β task set, or vice versa).
To answer RQ 1, we measured the time it took participants to complete tasks. In addition to the time per task group (α and β), we calculated per-task time by using the screen casts. The beginning of a task is defined to be the time when the participant opens the related project for the first time and the end of a task is defined to be the time when the participant resolved all compilation errors in the task and was satisfied with the implementation.
To answer RQ 2, we measured whether the user selected a proposal after invoking the Quick Fix menu or canceled the menu, how long it took the user to make that decision, which proposal the user selected, and whether the user undid a selected proposal.
Controlled experiment results
We used R to perform a 4-way blocked MANOVA test utilizing all independent and dependent variables. This minimizes the risk of a type 1 statistical error. All independent variables (user, Quick Fix vs. Quick Fix Scout, task, and order of Total  1  100%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  100%  2  100%  0%  0%  0%  0%  0%  100%  3  24%  21%  21%  10%  7%  0%  83%  4  2%  47%  11%  1%  8%  14%  83%  5  76%  0%  0%  6%  0%  0%  82%  6  34%  11%  2%  26%  0%  6%  79%  7  37%  0%  11%  7%  9%  0%  64%  8  44%  0%  0%  33%  11%  0%  88%  9  53%  18%  0%  24%  6%  0%  100% Figure 11 . Most-frequently selected proposals and their selection ratios for the case study. Proposals that are selected less than 3% overall (represented by the "All" row) are excluded. task) had statistically significant effects, so we examined the analysis-of-variance results of the MANOVA test.
RQ 1 Participants completed tasks 10% faster, on average, when using Quick Fix Scout than Quick Fix (Figure 12 ). However, this result was not statistically significant (p=.11).
All the other independent variables did have statistically significant effects on task completion time: user (p=5×10 −7 ), task (p=2×10 −16 ), and order (p=3×10 −6 ).
Even the task group had an effect (p=3×10 −5 ): tasks in the β group were harder, and in fact five participants could not complete all tasks in β. We had not anticipated any difference between the task groups. Future work should investigate how the β tasks differ from the α tasks and why Quick Fix Scout caused a slight (but not statistically significant) slowdown on the β tasks. Per-task descriptive statistics appear in Figure 13 .
There is a learning bias (p=4×10 −8 ): the participants completed a task set 22% faster if it was their second task set. Possible explanations for this bias include participants getting used to resolving compilation errors and participants becoming familiar with the code (since multiple tasks were drawn from the same development projects). Figure 14 summarizes the data we collected regarding user behavior with respect to Quick Fix.
RQ 2
Use of Quick Fix Scout improved the best proposal selection rate by 14% (p=10 −8 ). This increase and the frequent (75%) usage of global best proposals suggest that the participants were resolving more compilation errors per Quick Fix invocation with Quick Fix Scout. Though the difference between the total number of Quick Fix invocations is low (36) between treatments, we believe that the Quick Fix Scout increased usefulness of completed Quick Fix invocations, which helped the participants to save time overall. Use of Quick Fix Scout increased by .8 seconds the time spent selecting a proposal (p=.004). Possible explanations for this phenomenon include that (1) the Quick Fix Scout dialog contains extra information that the participants took extra time to process, and (2) Quick Fix Scout may take time to compute causing the participants to wait for the information to appear. Explanation (1) also explains the overall productivity improvement. If the participant gets enough information from the dialog, she could resolve the error without having to investigate the related code. Supporting this hypothesis, half of the participants agreed that they needed to type more manually -instead of using Quick Fix proposals -to resolve compilation errors when not using Quick Fix Scout (Figure 17) .
Use of Quick Fix Scout did not have any other statistically significant effects. This stability between treatments strengthens our hypothesis that Quick Fix Scout did not change the way participants used Quick Fix, rather the extra information Figure 13 . Median, minimum, and maximum time spent to complete each task by participants in seconds with and without Quick Fix Scout. The first 12 tasks make up the α set and the last 12 tasks make up the β set. The tasks with seeded errors are followed by an asterisk. Outliers are represented as small circles.
provided by Quick Fix Scout increased participants' understanding of the code and helped them make better decisions. One participant noted: "It was pretty apparent after using regular Quick Fix second, that [Quick Fix] Scout sped things up. I got frustrated as I'd have to scan from error to error to fix a problem rather than just go to the first error I saw. What's more, I had to spend more time staring at the [Quick Fix dialog] often to find that there was nothing relevant."
The data, the analysis, and the qualitative insights from the case study and controlled experiment participants suggest that RQ 2 holds: Quick Fix Scout indeed changes the way in which users choose and use Quick Fix proposals. We have not teased out which aspects of Quick Fix Scout have the most influence.
Threats to Validity
We assess our evaluation activities in terms of simple characterizations of internal and external validity. Internal validity refers to the completeness and the correctness of the data collected through the experiments. External validity refers to the generalizability of our results to other settings.
One threat to internal validity is that, due to implementation difficulties, we log all Quick Fix invocations except those invoked through the Hover Dialog. We tried to limit this threat by rejecting participants who indicated that they consistently use Hover Dialog for invoking Quick Fix and by mentioning this restriction to accepted participants, recommending that they invoke Quick Fix in a different way. So the data we logged about invocations is accurate, although it may be incomplete.
Another threat to internal validity is in our computation of which proposal resolves the most errors. Since the developer might complete a Quick Fix invocation before the speculation computation completes, and because some proposals are omitted a priori (for example, a "Create class" proposal), we may not always log the number of compilation errors that would remain for every Quick Fix proposal. In some cases, these omitted proposals could resolve more compilation errors than the ones we identify as resolving the most errors. In our case study, only 6% of all completed Quick Fix invocations are completed before the speculative analysis finishes. Further, in our case study, none of the users selected instances of the a priori omitted proposals.
In addition to common external validity threats (such as having students rather than professional developers as # invocations undone +invs. Figure 14 . Quick Fix and Quick Fix Scout invocation duration and proposal selection rate results. Invocations that were immediately undone by the participant are excluded. + and -invocations are ones for which the participant selected and did not select a proposal, respectively. For each treatment, we report the rates with which participants chose the 1 st , 2 nd , and 3 rd proposal, as well as the best (BP) and global best proposals (GBP). Best proposals are defined as the proposals that resolve the highest number of compilation errors for a given Quick Fix invocation.
participants), a key threat is the decisions we made about which programs to use in the controlled experiment:
• Using small programs with multiple compilation errors.
• Using snapshots from the case study participants to populate our tasks in the controlled experiment.
• Adding seeded errors to half of the snapshots using mutation operators, as well as using a specific set of mutation operators.
Although there are strong motivations for each of these decisions in our experimental design, they could still, in principle, lead to inaccurate conclusions about how Quick Fix Scout would work if it were broadly distributed and used.
Related Work
The interest in software recommendation systems -"software . . . that provides information items estimated to be valuable for a software engineering task in a given context" [15] -has grown over the past few years, with an increasing number of research results and tools, as well as an ongoing workshop [6] .
Work in recommendation systems includes: defining recommendations for new domains, such as requirements elicitation [5] and team communication [17] ; frameworks for defining recommendation systems [9] ; and techniques for choosing recommendations to include in a system, such as data mining [16] .
Some of efforts that are more directly relevant to Quick Fix Scout also aim to improve IDE recommendations. Robbes and Lanza propose eight different ways to reorder codecompletion recommendations; they evaluated these techniques on a realistic benchmark, and show that reordering the matches based on historical usage provides the greatest improvement [14] .
Bruch et al. reorder and filter the Eclipse auto-complete dialog using mined historical data and developer usage habits [1] . Recently, Perelman et al. showed that Visual Studio auto-complete (IntelliSense) can be improved by using developer-supplied partial types, to search all APIs for auto-completions that would transform the input type to the expected output type [13] .
In contrast to the first two of these approaches, which rely on past usage patterns, Quick Fix Scout reorders recommendations based on information about properties of the program that will be created if a recommendation is selected. In contrast to the third approach, the developer need not add any information to the program for Quick Fix Scout (or, of course, Quick Fix) to work. In addition, we have recently shown how to improve IDE recommendations by considering the interactions between existing recommendations [11] ; this is a key motivation for global best proposals (Section 4).
In addition to industrial efforts related to Quick Fix, 6 some research efforts address various aspects of Quick Fix. For example, a paper on automatic refactoring in the face of problems such as references to unavailable declarations mentions an experimental participant's idea to augment the system with invocations to Quick Fix [8] . As another example, a recommendation system approach to increasing reuse also suggests integrating their system through Quick Fix [7] .
Quick Fix Scout is built on speculative analysis: a technique that computes precise information about likely future states of a program and presents this information to the developer so that she can make better and more informed decisions [2] . Applying speculative analysis on collaborative software development [4] , we built Crystal [3] : a tool that notifies developers as soon as a conflict emerges. The biggest difference between Crystal and Quick Fix Scout is the granularity of the speculation. For collaboration conflicts, it is acceptable if the developer is notified after the conflict emerges since she would still be able to find the reason of the conflict and coordinate it. As a result, Crystal does not have to work on the most recent copy of the project and might report results with some delay. However, when a developer invokes Quick Fix, she needs the results for the recent version of the project as the results from any previous version is not acceptable and Figure 15 . Case study and controlled experiment participants familiarity with Java, Eclipse and Quick Fix. "CS" and "CE" prefixes in user id represent case study and controlled experiment participants respectively. QF Usage Frequency is how frequently the participants use Quick Fix on a scale from 0 to 4, 0 meaning never and 4 meaning very frequently. A check mark in the last four columns represent that the participant prefers Quick Fix using the method in the column header. Case study participants # 8, 9, 11, and 13 are not shown since they have not completed our survey.
actionable. In addition, the developers want to see the results as soon as the Quick Fix dialog is created since it takes a couple of seconds for them to decide what to choose.
Contributions
Quick Fix Scout is an enhancement of Eclipse's standard Quick Fix that computes and reports to the user the number of compilation errors that would remain in the program for each Quick Fix proposal. Our prototype Eclipse plug-in addresses issues ranging from challenges in the user interface (additional information must be presented in roughly the same space used by the Quick Fix dialog) to challenges in keeping a background copy of the developer's code in sync with the dynamically changing code (Quick Fix Scout uses a copy to speculatively apply the proposals). We evaluated Quick Fix Scout in two ways: an informal case study of how a set of friendly users use both Quick Fix and Quick Fix Scout in their own work, and a 20-user, within-subjects, mixed-design controlled experiment that compares Quick Fix and Quick Fix Scout. Users fixed compilation errors 10% faster, on average, when using Quick Fix Scout, although this improvement was not statistically significant. We are considering several improvements to Quick Fix Scout. First, if errors remain after applying a proposal, Quick Fix Scout can apply the approach repeatedly until all compilation errors are resolved or no progress can be made. Such multiple-ply speculation can identify proposals that resolve few errors but lead Quick Fix to generate new proposals that may resolve more errors. One goal of the approach would be to produce the smallest set of consecutive proposal appli- Figure 16 . The four-question survey, and a summary of the participants' responses, administered after each participant used Quick Fix Scout. "S. Agree" (resp. Disagree) represents "Strongly Agree" (resp. Disagree).
Question Both Quick Fix Scout Quick Fix Neither
Quick Fix (Scout) is helpful when resolving compilation errors. 19 1 0 0 There was no performance issues before Quick Fix dialog is updated. 10 1 2 7 For some tasks, I undid a proposal when using Quick Fix (Scout). 12 1 7 0 I manually resolved errors more often with Quick Fix (Scout). 2 0 10 8 Figure 17 . The four-question survey, and a summary of the participants' responses, administered at the end of each participant's experiment session.
cations that resolves all, or the most possible, errors. This improvement raises several performance concerns, as the search space of proposals may be large. Second, Quick Fix Scout can use more-complex analyses to identify the consequences of possible future states. For example, if each of multiple proposals removes all compilation errors, Quick Fix Scout can speculatively run tests to determine which proposal makes the most tests pass. This information would likely allow users to make better decisions. As another example, successfully-compiling code might still cause version control conflicts; Quick Fix Scout could integrate our approach to proactively identify version control conflicts [4] . Again, these analyses may be computationally intensive and raise performance concerns for Quick Fix Scout. The use of speculative analysis in software development is promising but full of technical challenges. Quick Fix Scout is an exemplar for speculative analysis. The underlying environment (Eclipse's Quick Fix) defines the actions that generate likely future states, and the computation of consequences is made efficient by Eclipse's incremental compiler. Finding other domains, and other implementation techniques, that provide an effective balance between performance and information to usefully guide developers, is a difficult but worthwhile effort.
